
10x Your Impact

10x Thinking

Most people dream just 10% bigger than where they are now. Yet, 10% bigger thinking 
isn’t exciting. It’s about taking the obvious path that everyone else is on. It doesn’t engage 
you intellectually or emotionally. It won’t fire up your team. It won’t have people do 
whatever it takes to support you in your mission. It won’t energize you. In fact, it will often 
drain you of energy.

A 10x mindset requires a whole new mentality. It radically shifts your thinking, your 
decision-making, the connections you make and the actions you take. 10X thinking 
addresses a huge problem, proposes a radical solution or engages breakthrough 
creativity. It has an immediate impact on you internally by engaging you viscerally. It’s like 
walking a fine line between feeling afraid and feeling energized. You wake up with your 
heart racing at the thought of being alive. 

12 Week Thinking

Most people work in the context of setting annual goals and weekly plans. 12 Week 
Thinking avoids the challenges and low productivity of year-long and week-long thinking. 
You see annual thinking creates enough time to get complacent. But weekly thinking 
is often too short a time frame to provide balance—between work and rest; between 
business strategy and business vision; between Client Creation, Client Astonishment and 
Team Building. 

In 4PC we meet approximately every 12 weeks because 12 Week Thinking creates focus 
and clarity on what matters most and a sense of urgency to do it now. More important 
stuff gets done, the stress of ‘urgency’ is reduced, and the impact on your results is 
profound.

Impact Boosters help 10x your impact. 

They are activities where the return you get from doing them is far greater than the 
expenditure you put in. Client Astonishment, Interesting People Dinners and Nurturing My 
Team are 3 of my favorite activities where our return on ‘investment’ is exponential. 

Every 12 weeks, choose 3-5 Impact Boosters
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Impact Booster Tips

1) Keep Score and Gamify!

Gamification is about applying the motivational techniques that make games 

so fun and engaging. Here are some examples of our favorite ways to gamify: 

The 90 Day Money Game, The 100 Powerful Coaching Conversations Chal-

lenge, The Perfect System, Do The Opposite Day, Outrageous October!

2) Do High Quality Reps

One of the highest leverage factors in building a business or a coaching 

practice is the quality of your activities—your ‘high-quality reps’. In coach-

ing, 25 minute ‘taster’ sessions are not high-quality reps. High-quality reps 

include 2 hour Deep Coaching sessions, introducing the most interesting 

people you know, and asking for referrals.  

3) Build a Practice Culture

Whether you have a team or you lead a community, what counts most is 

how how you walk your talk. What counts is establishing and modeling the 

behaviors, habits and values you desire most in your team and community—

the ones that make your business thrive. I have rewarded team members for 

failing and for challenging my thinking!

4) Front Load

Front-loading means concentrating more effort at the beginning of an ac-

tivity so that you need less effort (or self-discipline) to maintain momentum. 

Examples include, investing well to retire early; recording an entire month’s 

worth of videos over a single day; exercising at 5am; or cooking a bunch 

of healthy meals on Sunday and then freezing them, so you can eat well 

throughout the week.
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List specific ideas or activities below
My Score 
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The 10x Your Impact Tool
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